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1. Introduction

In [1], Watanabe proved that for every Markov process X, under some

conditions, there exists a sequence of regular step processes (R.S.P.) Xn such

that the resolvents of Xn converge weakly to the resolvent of X. Under some

supplementary conditions we shall prove that the distributions of Xn converge to

the distribution of X. An intuitive description of Xn is as follows: X and

Xn start from the same state x0 (we mean that Xo and XS have the same dis-

tribution). If X remains closed to x0 for a time Tn (that is, d(x0, Xt)<— for

all t<Tn and XTn = xl9 with d(x0, Xi)^—), then Xn

t = x0 for all t<Dm with

Dn an exponentially distributed holding time with same mean value as Tn (Tn

is generally not exponentially distributed). Then Xn jumps in x\ (we mean

that XTn and XnDn have the same distribution), and so on.

The rigorous construction of Xn and Watanabe's result are presented in

the beginning of the paper. The theorem following this construction is the

main result of the paper.

2. Main results

Let £ be a locally compact with countable base space (L.C.C.B.), R] an

open base and d any metric of E. For each n we can choose the system U",

IEΞN and V", iEίN of sets in HJ satisfying the following conditions:

(1) Each £7? is compact and d(U")<— (d(A)=sup (d(x,y); x, y(=A));

(2) F?c[/;;

(3) UF!=£;

(4) For every compact set K only a finite number of V* intersect with K.

Let (Ω, £F, S£t, Xu θt, P
x) be a standard process with state space E and

(Ua)a>0 be the resolvent of X. We now define σ? by


